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Rocky Flats: A Collage of Pacifist Sanity
by JOHN MILKOV1CH
Thousands gathered on a bleak and
beaten meadow in Colorado April 28 to
protest the continued operation of the
Rocky Flats Nuclear Facility, the plant
that produces plutonium triggers for the
United States' entire arsenal of atomic
weapons. Highway patrolmen at the site
estimated crowd size at 15,000.
Daniel Ellsberg, former Rand think
tank man, and top-rank Pentagon strat
egist who had, in an act of conscience
sabotaged the State in 1969 by releasing
defense documents, addressed the crowd—
not as counterculture celebrity but as
a genuine compatriot of those who had
journeyed to this irradiated meadow
many times before.
Ellsberg, like ma
ny others, lesser known, has rrade this
once peaceful pasture the centre of a
cyclical vigil, his own moral life. He
has been arrested several times for
blocking the railway upon which pluto
nian is weekly shipped into the plant.
"Welcome back winter soldiers,"
said Ellsberg to the human wave that
was swelling by the hour with process
ions on foot and bicycle, in car and
bus.
"The conspiracy against nuclear
power, the conspiracy against the anni
hilation of life, is growing," he oont
inued, "and we’re all part of it.
"I talked to 1,000 demonstrators
two years ago at Golden Gate Park in
San Francisco. My son was three months
old then, and he was there at the demon
stration too, and he has grown fast.
But this movement is growing a hell of
a lot faster than my son is growing.
"It is not we that are on probation,
but the Nuclear Regulatory Agency—the
people that are making a radioactive
mess of the world. We must protest the
fact that there are places in this wotld
that are unsafe for our children to
live. We must protest mindless defer
ence to corporate authorities, who have
no moral concern over our collective de
stiny. Metropolitan Edison's own re
cords have them asking themselves at
Harrisburg, 'Why are we not evacuating?
Why are we not following our own emer
gency procedures when radioactive leaks
have clearly exceeded critical levels?'"
Ellsberg, an articulate cowboy-re
bel, closed by saying, "The point is
that those corporate powers are afraid
of the press, worried about profit, and
never have given a damn about honesty,
the people, or the land. The point is
that Rocky Flats is a Harrisburg waiting
to happen. They're making a vast Jones
town of the world, and we must rebel
against the mindlessness of our leaders
with moral conscience."
George Whld, 75, a Nobel Prize Win
ning scientist, addressed the crowd with
his gray mane blowing in the wind.
"I'm
here to represent the generation gap,"
he said.
"I've had my life.
It's very
questionable whether you will have yours.
The executive boardxof Exxon—they've
had theirs. The problem is, they're ma
king your decisions, they're determin
ing the people's fate. There's four
tons of TNT for every living man, woman
and child in the world. This is the
dream we've inherited from the corpo
rations that make energy decisions, war
decisions—the decisions that have made
them millions of dollars in the past
few years."
Wald criticized the SALT II talks
as deceptive public-relations efforts
which fail to promote genuine disarm
ament. "The 12 kiloton bomb that de
stroyed Hiroshima has not, and will not
even be discussed in SALT II talks—
because the 12 kiloton bomb that de—
strayed Hiroshima is too small to be
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considered.
'Disarmament' is an obsorlete word in the national mythology
that has been replaced by 'arms control'
'arms limitation' . Jiirrny Carter is
telling hawks they can vote for SALT II
because it won't affect our arms build
up. SALT II should be exposed for what
it is—meaningless.
"The myth has been perpetuated that
nukes are a defensive measure, but this
lie must also be exposed. Our 'counter
force' powers would only work in a
first-strike capacity.
"If I want to find insanity, I
don't look fbr it in asylums—I look
for it in the highest levels of govern
ment. The concept of controlled nuclear
warfare is meaningless, another part
of the national mythology. The present
level of military technology makes nu
clear conflict nothing less than an all
or nothing affair. There is no median
choice, no choice that comes somewhere
between life and death on the exist
ential spectrum. Between you and your
hope for eternal survival is only seme
madman's vision of death."
Helen^Caldicott, an Australian
pediatrician, Harvard professor, and
the author "Nuclear Madness" told the
crowd, "I live with death. I work with
cancer patients, I see people dying
every day. Denver is dying.
"Because of the Rocky Flats plant,
Denver is dying of cancer. Men are dy
ing of testicular cancer at a rate 140
percent higher than the rest of the
nation. Plutonium concentrates are
being found in the testicles, in the
tongue, in other parts of the body.
I am speaking from a vantage point of
extensive medical experienceeradiation
is causing birth defects, leukemia,
vomiting, internal bleeding, hair loss,
sterility, testicular cancer. If nu
clear power and the construction of nu
clear arms were stopped tomorrow, the
current amount of radiation in the at
mosphere would cause 25 mill ion cancers.1
"There's no more escape clauses,
there's nowhere else to run. The irony
is that we're using our tax dollars to
kill ourselves when two-thirds of the
world is starving. Silence is no long
er a surivial possibility; passivity
could become collective suicide. In
the name of peace, we are killing our
selves.
In the name of security we are
producing our own fearfulness, our own
mutually assured destruction."
Rocky Flats Nuclear Facility was
built in 1952 and has, in recent years,
become the object of increasingly more

vocal criticism. Four years ago, 25
protestors made a silent vigil at the
plant site. Two years later the figure
was up to 4500. The estimated turnout
of 15,000 this April surprised even the
rally's organizers. Nina Hersch of the
Boulder Unit for Mobilization expressed
it most succinctly: "The anti-nuclear
movement has come out of the closet."
The yearly protest at Rocky Flats
has become a forum of the articulate
leaders of a social movement that says
No—No to nuclear technology, No to the
international insanity of nuclear arms.
Seventeen-year-old Mia, from
Boulder, says, "I dome here every week
end." She carries a cross.
Someone shouts, "Save Rocky Flats.
Move Denver."
Some pick up discarded debris on the
the irradiated field, dab the wounds of
a land that is dying inside.
A Native American woman who has
walked many miles to the rally prays in
her native tongue, and says, "We are the
keepers; this is the sacred land." She
vents to destroy this dream that consumes l
her people.
The oops know the protester^.* route
to the rally better than many of the
protesters. A sergeant shakes hands and .
talks with an old friend, an organizer
that every spring works and sweats for
peaceful protest at Rocky Flats. These
oops specialize in turning conflict into
moral exchange. . The bumper sticker on
a squad car says: "Close Rocky Flats!"
My friend says, "Why don't you join our
side?" The cop replies with another
question:
"What makes you think I
haven't already?"
After a long day of walking, run
ning, standing, cheering, singing, every- I

one wants to go home. Some people can't
because they're already there—and their
heme is dead.
There are fifteen thousand living
reasons here this afternoon. And one
tongue. Children have come here, like
msn and women have come, to join in
fragile symbol of hunen protest against
awesome warfare technology.
These are the dreams of winter mis
fortune. From the west comes ti red
thousands, driving on the plains, in .the
sudden meadews. From Harrisburg
wisdom of sorrow, and from Hiroshima,
I
the smoldering memory of an irradiated
land: this is what fruit-ft il science and
technological wisdom do to our
and our rivers. The young man with the
Oriental death mask carries a sign: .
I was born at Nagasaki.
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EDITORIAL

Civil Disobedience Against America s Nuclear Terrorism
"When a man with a gun threatens to
shoot the passengers of an airplane
unless ransom is paid, we call that
terrorism. When leaders threaten
millions of deaths - and every nuclear
weapon targeted on an enemy city is
just such a threat - we call it
strategy."
—"The Progressive,"
March 1978

ment would suppo. dly make us vulner
able to Soviet attack. But the only
place we can resist murderous govern
ment policies is in our own country,
tion on earth to
which is the only
massacre innocent civilians with
nuclear bombs, which has been respon
sible for every major nuclear inno
vation from the atom bomb to the neu
tron bomb, which has never renounced
the first-strike use of nuclear wea
pons. Ellsberg told the Rocky Flats
Every man, woman and child on
rally, "Rocky Flats is making weapons
earth is currently being held hostage
for no other purpose than a firstby nuclear terrorists who can destroy
strike use to initiate nuclear war,
the world 12 times over at the push
to initiate genocide."
of a button. Hundreds of millions of
What about Russia? The only hope
defenseless civilians are used as
of ending Russia's nuclear madness
bargaining chips" by their own gov
lies with the Russian people and
ernment in strategic games of nuclear
with the underground pacifist movement
brinkmanship played by war criminals.
led by Andrei Sakharov. Sakharov is
America has 25,000 nuclear war
a Nobel Prize winning physicist and
heads, enough to blast every Soviet
the father of the Soviet hydrogen
city into radioactive rubble 40 times
bomb. Like Ellsberq, he became a
over; Russia has enough missiles to
"traitor" to Russia's war machine after
obliterate America into a desert of
realizing that more bombs results in
plutonium dust. One pound of pluto
more terror, not more security.
nium dispersed throughout the global
Sakharov renounced his privileged
ecosystem could give lung cancer to
position
and refused to do any more
everyone on earth. America has already
research for the Soviet government. He
produced 300 tons of bomb-grade plu
has
paid heavily for advocating global
tonium.
disarmament
— the Soviet government
The only sane response to this
harasses
him
just as the U.S. govern
military insanity is massive, nonvio
lent civil disobedience. Daniel Ells- ment harassed Ellsberg. The pacifism
of Ellsberg and Sakharov has made them
berg told the Rocky Flats rally that
heretics
in their native countries, but
unquestioning obedience to authority
patriots
to their native planet. When
has paralyzed us. Ellsberg said our
government has us in a hypnotic trance official government policy threatens
the earth itself with a nuclear
and is "taking us on a suicide trip"
melt-down, the only true patriots are
by promoting nuclear escalation."
those who resist teir national leaders
"The mutiny, the defection, has to
and
fight for th survival of humanity.
start with us," he said. "It's in
Australian nuclear resister Helen
subordination time. We must refuse to
Caldicott
said plutonium pollution
collaborate. We need to say, 'This is
from Rocky Flats results in the cancer
crazy. I refuse to be part of it."
deaths
of Colorado citizens. "That's
Some might consider those words
a
death
factory and the people who work
treasonous because nuclear disarma
there are murderers," she said. "We're

killing ourselves to make bombs better
to kill ourselves better."
She used the collective term "we"
intentionally. We're all workers at
Rocky Flats because we all pay federal
taxes to keep the plant running. Until
the plant is shut down permanently,
we are all guilty of war crimes, of
paying our government $2 billion a
year to build better and deadlier
weapons.
Thoreau condemned the unthinking
obedience to authority which ends with
soldiers "marching in admirable order
over hill and dale to the wars, against
their wills, against their common sense
and conscience. They have no doubt
that it is a damnable business in which
they concerned. Now what are they?
Men at all? Or small movable forts at
the service of some unscrupulous man
in power?"
Every day that nuclear weapons
are produced, we are all marching to
the orders of the Pentagon's "unscrupu
lous men in power." How long will we
march? How many thousands of years is
plutonium radioactive? At the Rocky
Flats rally, a Native American woman
from the Black Elk family had this to
say about the future: "We all want to
be together for eternity after eterr
nity."
The 240,000-year half-life of
plutonium may yet melt humanity into
the eternal togetherness of glowing
radioactive ash. Colorado poet Anne
Waldman describes a diabolical eter
nity in which the ticking of the geiger
counter replaces the ticking of the
clock:
“WE'LL ALL BE GLOWING FOR A QUARTER
OF A MILLION YEARS...teeth glowing...
rolling pelvis glowing... hip joints
glow... capillaries glow...AH THE
THIRD LUMBAR GLOWING IN PAIN...eyeballs
glowing, poor sad monster eyeballs...
REINCARNATED FOR A QUARTER OF A
MILLION YEARS"—"Plutonium Chant"

The Consumptive Society: A Psychical Suicide

by TERRY MESSMAN

we despise ourselves, we despise al so
Consume. The brochure tells us:
the abstracted forms of cmrsolves vue
Consume. With elegance and charm.
Conspicuous consumption is the hall see as Other Man, Other World.
This organic connection also is
mark of eloquence in the sophisticated
found
between social and natural atti
society.
It is, strangely enough, the
tudes: Morality is an organic process.
Consunptive Culture's own criterion of
Nature is the unity of soul and self
nobility and excellence. Material ex
image; the natural process is within us,
cess has become our measure of human
and
our willful participation in that
achievement, a false dream we have faahorganic striving is a uniquely human
ioned in time—things have become the
process—morality. The obliteration of
severing stupidity that keeps us from
the spiritual process that is nature, is
natural wisdan:Ccnsuming is a flight,
the obliteration also of the moral posssubconscious, from our own «pir-itnai
emtiness.
Marx understood, correctly, that
man is a part of nature. What the In
dians understood is a truth indeed elu
sive for men of the industrial era: the
earth is an inner process of man, his
psychical as well as physical source.
We subdivide the Indians' once sacred
meadows. We subdivide ourselves. We
are snug in what we forget:the earth is
part of that psychic totality, Man.
Social philosophy, like humanity
at large, has too often failed to oomprehend the vital connection between
social and natural attitudes. That con
nection resides in the self where re
flective self-vision is the psychical
centre of our attitudes towards the
earth and humanity. We deal with the
land and with man, and these are modes
both of dealing with ourselves. When

the self, in psychic process, cones it
self to be a fragment. Fragmented self
inplies fragmented relations with the
land and humanity. Morality is that
possibility which is lost to the frag
ments of modem man.
Self vision is the vision in which
man sees himself in a real, thus rela
tional context. Environment is a cru
cial element of self-identity; the land
is a part of our inner as well as material being.
With our voyeuristic pursuit of the
good
life we obliviate nature, the sub—
land
find our spir<
^^^mgs. Tb this end, Vergil
stance and source of our psychic, mater
^tributes historical wisdon: thl deial life. We consume only 'goods'; yet
this process is, indirectly, our own sei f
consumption. The technology that ex
tracts the whims of material decadence
fran the earth is sensitive not to life,
de'roid °f °Sic understands not the unity of nature, nor
exhiliration—and wa ask too few criti- the art of making its effects commodious
with the laws of biological survival.
c^l questions of the industrial, conTechnology is a fascination with unnatural ,
^tbehaSrXl31 qUSStLOn is' TVhat is aberrated power. Fran its cosmological
ignorance results the shrapnel and frag
chUd^SS
by vdiich the
ments of the industrial world. Nature
suilen
beOOTes a
illumines the disharmonious act: diaharself?
or his former, expressive
mony surfaces as the industrial doisoning
Our self image shapes our character of a planet.
&nd actions: we becone what we understand
_________
Man is a creature of exquisite selfis critical ~~
vision, he sees himself in the active
ourselves to "be. Self-image
“ ““
to psychical growth and being., When
relations that are peculiar to his environ.
self understanding becomes fragmenting,
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Continued on page 5
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Colstrip Opponents Defend Montana from Montana Power
by BEN GRAYBILL
Since it first erupted, the con
troversy surrounding the Colstrip
electricity-generating units 3 and 4
has burned fiercely and abated only
to bum again. Now with EPA approval
seemingly near and the Board of Natural
Resources hurrying to review the 17,000
pages of testimony concerning the
Montana Power's application, the cons
truction of 3 and 4 appears eminent.
There is legal recourse available to
the opponents of the construction, but
it is an effort which must deed, with
an unfriendly political board and an
uninformed public. Colstrip units 3
and 4 may well be built, but opponents
can claim a victory sinply because
they refused to blindly accept the
plants.
In 1973 a consortium of five North
west utilities, including the Montana
Power Co., applied to the Department
of Natural Resources for a certificate
of construction for two more coal gen
erating plants to be built at Colstrip.
The Department of Interior has planned
to build a dozen such plants in Eastern
Montana and Wyoming.
The controversy
over Colstrip 3 and 4 arose not over
strip mining, but over the consortium's
intention to turn the mined coal into
electricity here in Montana, then ship
70 percent out of state over power lines.
Opponents to the new generating
plants warn of air and water pollution
and are angered over the threat of 750
megawatt power lines cutting across
every ranch in their way. Opponents
have also pointed out that an influx of
two or three thousand strangers would
brutally impair the agricultural life
style of the town, and devastate the
economy when the workers pack up and
leave after the two year construction
period. Organized opposition, however,
came only after the Department of
Natural Resources issued an environmen
tal inpact statement shewing that the
plants wouldn't live up to state and
federal pollution control standards.
Why not siitply mine the coal and
ship it out unprocessed on the railroad,
letting the power companies convert it
into electricity with their own plants
in their own states? There is an econ
omic answer . . . Montana Power owns the
coal at Colstrip; the other members of
the consortium could get coal more
cheaply elsewhere.
The other members
would, however, buy electricity from
Montana Power, so to sell as much of
their coal as possible MPC pursues 3
and 4. With coal's new found accep
tance and necessity as a power source,
the other utilities could conceivably
buy raw coal from Montana Power. But
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The first test of the public process
MPC is intent on the additional revenue
has been slow and stacked in favor of
associated with generation.
the corporations. Still, the people
The Northern Cheyenne Indian Tribe
and the Northern Plains Resource Council
have used their form well: there will
have opposed the plants through the new
be significantly less air pollution in
the area; plans to build more generat
Montana Major Facility Siting Act. At
the same time, the Northern Cheyenne
ing plants have been momentarily shelv
ed, and those far away from Colstrip
requested that the Environmental Pro
have been educated to the importance
tection Agency refuse the consortium's
of
the agricultural lifestyle and
application because the proposed plants
would violate the reservation's federally preserving it from rapacious develop
designated pristine air quality.
ers. That is a victory in itself.
The Board of Natural Resources
and the Board of Health has given
conditional approval to the plants the Board of Natural Resources rejected
its own department's advice not to
byRONSTlEF
bniId. The opponents then appealed
on grounds that procedural errors had
Bob Williams is expressing his
occurred during the hearings and won.
opposition to the proposed Northern
Tier pipeline in a unique way. He is
The Board of Natural Resources was
ordered to hold a rehearing by a dis
going to walk the proposed Montana
route to bring the pipeline out of the
trict court and recently the Montana
Supreme Court upheld this decision, but
realm of maps and statistics and lit
didn't require the board to hear any
erally bring it down to earth—show
ing people that the land he walks on
new arguments.
While all this was happening in
will soon be driven over and scarred
Montana, the EPA first rejected the
by bulldozers and draglines.
plants, then reversed itself a few
As a man who loves the wilderness
weeks ago and gave tentative approval
and cherishes the feeling of solitude
he experiences in the Montana lands,
because of the utilities' efforts to
meet federal emission limits designated
the walk is a natural thing to him.
for the Northern Cheyenne Reservation.
"I woke up one morning and the
Nonetheless, the opponents will
whole pipeline was right there in* front
continue to oppose construction.
The
of me," Williams said.
"I really feel
Northern Cheyenne can apply for low
called to do this."
limits on particular emissions the plants
One purpose of the walk is to
are not designed to control. And if
help focus attention on the urgent need
the units aren't built soon they could
for public response to the pipeline
violate new stronger controls on sulfur
proposal. Williams believes that if
emissions being proposed by the govern
Montana loses its desire to defend its
agricultural roots, the state will lose
ment.
an inportant part of its history.
The Northern Plains may yet get
a meeting with the Board of Natural
"If the pipeline goes in, I go
out," Williams said.
"I don't believe
Resources to argue that the plants that
that having the pipeline in the ground
would be built now are not the same
will ruin Montana, but if the people
plants originally approved. Because
won't gather together this time for the
the proposed plants have probably im
proved their ability to control sulfur
cannon good, then who knows what will
ocme next?"
emissions into the air from 40-60 per
cent to 90 percent, there will be a
Williams plans to begin the walk
in
Sidney,
Montana, and end it some
great deal more sulfur dumped into
where west of Missoula. As he covers
chemical waste ponds. No one really
knows what happens to this waste. It
the 690-mile trip he will collect
may settle there; it may seep down and
information from farmers, landowners,
contaminate the water table. The board
and concerned citizens he meets along
may decide to hold up the plants unt-.i 1
his journey. He said, "There might be
the problem is researched.
opposition to the pipeline in Sidney,
The continued opposition to units
and if there is, I want to let the
3 and 4 is necessary, not just to block people in Big Timber and Lewistown
them, but more importantly to force
know about it."
the state to make the Major Facility
Williams will compile the public
Siting Act work and to ensure that the
cements he receives and submit than
public is involved in all crucial en
as public testimony to the Montana
vironmental issues.
Draft Environmental Inpact Statement
Ten years ago the decision to
on the proposed norther-tier route,
build Colstrip 3 and 4 would have been
which will come out seme time in July.
made in the Montana Power's board room,
Having spent seme time working in
with primary consideration given to
the oil refineries in Montana, Williams
profits, not people. Opposition to 3
feels he has a good perspective on the
and 4 has, for the first time in Mon
United States' energy situation. He
tana, seized that power for the people.
said, "We are fortunate to be in the
petrolean age right new, because the
operators and laborers have learned
all the skills and technical expertise
which is needed in the soft-energy
industry."
Bob Williams thinks that now is
the time to make the transition from
petrolean to the age of wind and solar
energy. Since nuclear power requires
a different set of skills than those
needed in the petrolean industry, he
does not think that a trasition from
oil to nuclear energy is feasible from
a laborer's point of view.
"These guys (in the Montana re
fineries) know how to operate wind
systems and hydro-electric systems
right now," Williams said. "You've
Continued on page 9

A Long Walk on the
Northern FronTier

Workers Say Brewery Is Rotten to the Coor

Editorial

From Page 3

He sees himself in a context of disunity.
H»is.?i expression is absorbed in metallic
by TERRY MESSMAN
chaos. The unity of self image is lost;
More than 92 percent of Coors
"I have personally supplied funds
the organic capacity to conprehend Unity
to the John Birch Society and I am proud workers voted for a union shop in
is lost. Modern psychology has a word
1976, he said. But negotiations
to be able to do so because it promotes
for it all—psychosis.
bogged down over human rights issues
many fine, solid principles which I
Technology has afforded this civili
ranging from Coors' failure to promote
heartily support. One of these is op
zational advantage: we can murder the
minorities to the company's policy
position to ERA. ERA could easily de
earth without feeling it. Technology
of firing workers who "make dispar
stroy the basic heme unit which is so
is a psychic as well as material process,
aging remarks about Coors beer," he
essential for the preservation of our
and it has progressively redistributed
explained.
fine civilization.”
our collective mentality around power,
"Coors forced the workers out on
—Joseph Ooors, Executive Vice
and mechanistic instead of life concepts.
strike with a regressive contract," he
President, Adolph Ooors Co.
Machines are replacing nature and the
said. The oonpany then cut medical
spiritual self as elements of self-iden
coverage for the strikers, which was a
tity, as vehicles of cognition and ex
"terrific wedge to force people back
The Adolph Coors Co. subjects work
pression. Machines are increasingly
to work," he said. He jxld this "in
ers to psychological tests, lie-detect
the spiritless, yet active medium be
humane policy" drove one of his fellow
or tests, breath and urine tests, and
tween men, between man and nature.
'workers to cross the picket line be
physical searches in order to intimi
Lifeless is the vehicle by which voli
cause his child depended on the medi
date than into behaving exactly as the
cal coverage to pay for kidney dialysis. tion becomes expression. Lifeless are
company tells them to, a union busi
the modes of active being. Technology
The company then "hired scabs and
ness representative said in a recent
becomes the ubiquitous limb; modern man
strikebreakers to break the union,"
interview.
becomes the deadness—machine.
he said. This barred about 500 striking
Ken DeBey, who worked at the Ooors
Technology appropriates nature, as
workers, from voting in the union elec
brewery in Golden, Colo., for 13 years
Marx
himself put it, and reconstitutes
tions. The union was decertified in
and now represents Brewery Workers Lo
it in human forms. These transformed
December 1978 by a 70 percent vote,
cal 366, said Ooors wants to ’’own their
shapes are nature—within a human and
after the newly-hired scabs were told
workers."
historical context. What Marx left un
they'd lose their jobs if the union was
Ooors employees suspected of theft
said is as vital: Man cannot create life
certified and the striking workers
or marijuana possession have been forced
in every sense than Nature can; the ho
allowed to return.
"As far as I know,
to strip down and submit to searches
rizons
he 'creates' from living matter
it's the only brewery in America that's
of their clothes, lockers and cars, De
are
biologically
dead, barren of spirits;
non-union," he said.
Bey said in an interview at the Missoula
Man
cannot
create
soul with his machines,
Coors is also one of the only
Trades and Labor Council. Those who
cannot
infuse
life
into his metal hori
beers in America filtered through as
object to searches can be summarily
zons.
Technology
is
a oo-optive behabestos, a proven cancer-causer, DeBey
fired, he said.
viorialism, a psychic self-transforma
said. W.K. Coors, the chairman of the
H.j. Clute, a Missoula resident
tion. When we live in dead earth we
board, admitted in a letter written on
and former employee of the Ooors plant,
forget that natural spirits live. Our
Feb. 19, 1979 to Fred Lufsey, a con
told the Kaimin he was present when a
capacity of spiritual recognition, which
cerned customer, that Coors uses as
is also our moral capacity, becomes an
Ooors security guard ordered his friend
bestos filters to produce its beer.
to open the trunk of his car so the
empty human memory.
Even brief exposures to small
guard could search fo missing tools.
Life in the depleted horizons of a
amounts of asbestos fibers can lead
dead earth—this is the behaviorialism
None were found, Clute said.
years later to lung cancer or to an
that annihilates cities.
Clute said morale at the plant was incurable lung disease called asbes
low because supervisors "make you feel
Many North American tribal cultures
tosis.
demanded
an aesthetic vision of young
like a wanted person, like you could
DeBey said most beer companies heat
be fired at any minute. If workers
men and women, as a rite of entering
or pasteurize their beer to destroy
gave supervisors any static at all
adult society. Western culture perverts
bacteria. Coors is the only major
they were fired. You were wrong and
this tradition: aesthetic vision is a
brewery that bottles unpasteurized
beer, which DeBey said is a serious
they were right and there were no two
social crime that demands ostracization.
ways about it. They had the upper hand health hazard if it isn't continuous
We don't fast in the desert, we don't
and you had nothing to stand on."
ly refrigerated.
talk
with the land. We watch television
DeBey said he was told to submit
Because of these health threats,
to
get
in touch with our inner self—the
to a lie-detector test or he wouldn't
Jon Jovanovich, D-Seattle, introduced
Continued on page 11
be hired.
"Your entire destiny de
a bill on Feb. 6, ^979, to ban unpast
pends on a machine whose validity has
eurized beer in Washington, saying the
never been proven in a court of law,"
beer could "cause real problems if it
he said.
isn't refrigerated."
Clute was also ocnpelled to take
The Missoula Trade and Labor Coun
the test and said he was asked if he
cil pressured the organizers of the
had ever cheated on his taxes. "That
Aber Day Kegger to switch beers at the
kind of stuck in iry craw," he said.
last moment by threatening to set up
"They asked personal questions that
a picket. Labor pressure may event
had nothing to do with ny job perfor
ually convince Montanans to caipletemance."
ly stop buying non-union beer in the
DeBey said Ooors still gives poly bars and grocery stores.
graph tests. He said past tests have
questioned workers about their part
icipation in demonstrations, sexual
behaviour, use of drugs and alcohol,
wasting time on the job and activities
that might embarass the oonpany.
The Missoula Trades and Labor
Council invited DeBey to Missoula to
promote the boycott of Ooors beer and
make students aware of Ooors union
busting tactics.
DeBey said the national AFL-CIO
boycott against Coors beer helped force
Ooors* profits down $13 million in
1978. "If the boycott wasn't on, the
sales of Ooors in Montana would be
double what it is now," he said.
The boycott cut Ooors' sales al
most in half in Ql i fomia and enabled
Budweiser to overtake Coors as the
state's most popular beer, he said.
"We're really killing them in Cali
fornia," he said, joking that Bud
weiser should give generous donations
to the AFL-dO to thank it for the
increased sales.
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Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation Charged With Corruption

Karen Silkwood 'Guaranteed Ca
Kent Spence is a University of
Montana student majoring in pre-law.
His father is Gerald Spence, the lead
attorney representing the family of
Karen Silkwood. Kent Spence sat in on
the first part of the trial in Okla
homa City, has received a constant
flow of information from his father
about the trial, and plans to be in
Oklahoma City this week to hear the
final arguments. Spence interviewed
his father for the Paper SAC recently,
which should rupture all journalistic
conventions about conflict of interest.
Howard Kohn writes in the May 17
"Rolling Stone" that Spence "is a law
yer of enormous talent" with an "essen
tially undefeated record in big murder
and corporate cases."
—Editor's note

"This case is about corporate
responsibility and the exercise of
that responsibility in the nuclear
industry," Gerald Spence said recently.
"It involves the very survival of the
numan species."
For the first time in the history
of the nuclear industry, a corporation
is being sued for alleged negligence
in the plutonuim contamination of one
of its enployees. Karen Silkwood's
family is suing the Kerr-McGee Nncl A«r
Corporation, the nation's largest
uranium producer, for $10 million in
punitive damages and $1.5 million in
actual -.damages.
"Most of us are so used to being
controlled by corporations that wfe've
become slaves," Spence said. "We de
pend on them for everything from the
food we eat to the power that heats
our homes."
"A corporation does not have a
life or a soul yet it controls every
human life. Every single entity of
American life is incorporated.

"How do we hold these non-living
entities responsible for their mistakes
when they're by men with limited lia
bility?"
He referred to testimony in the
Silkwood case alleging numerous inci
dents of plant workers, exposed to
radiation, carrying contamination to
their homes and to public restaurant-g,
"Who knows how many people were
exposed?" he asked.
"There's no way
we'll ever know."
Ms. Silkwood worked at the KerrMcGee Cimarron Facility near Cresent,
Oklahoma. The plant, which closed in
December 1975, fabricated plutonium
fuel rods for the growing nnnl ear
industry.

The trial moved into its tenth
week Monday, May 6, in U.S. District
Court in Oklahoma City,
Attorneys for the Silkwood estate
requested a $60 million incraa.qe in
punitive damages April 13. Spence
said he didn't learn of Kerr-McGee's
actual yearly income of $2.1 billion
until it was revealed during former
Kerr-McGee President Richard T. Zitting's testimony six weeks ago. He
also said testimony given in the case
indicated that Kerr-McGee knew of the
risks of plutonium but kept them hid—
den from the workers.
"To me that has to stop and it
won't stop when we’re dealing with
one-half of one percent of thA-i-r as
sets." Spence said. "Ten million dol
lars to this corporation is about as
ridiculous as 6 cents to the average
man."
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by KENT SPENCE
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"This may be the most inportant case
in the history of the country,” Spence
said, because it’s a microcosmic exam
ination; it's as though you were looking
down into a little laboratory and exam
ining all the issues of the nuclear
industry and the way corporations re
spond to that: The way people are lied
the numbers games that are played
and the real dangers that are being
covered up.
It exposes the numbers game of
the Nuclear Regulatory Corrmission
and the federal government that was
only too gladly accepted by industry.
It was a false put-up job that hid
the truth that levels Of radiation
less than the Atomic Energy Com
mission standards results in probable
cancer and death to workers exposed.
The numbers game indicated people were
safe when they weren't.”
Silkwood expert witnesses have
testified that standards setting safe
levels of radiation are "mi si pad j ng"
and that Ms. Silkwood was "guaranteed
cancer."
Al Valentine, a Kerr-McGee off
icial who wrote the health physics
manual for the plant, denied that he
increased the chances of worker heing
contaminated when he wrote "Radiating
Is Safe" in capital letters at the
plant.
"They drew up booklet for the
workers to study and never told them
the stuff (plutonium) causes cancer,"
Spence said. "They know it causae
cancer but they hide it from the work
ers."

"It's as if you gave a little
^hild a glass of Kool—aid with cyanidA
in it and told him it wouldn’t hurt
him to drink it, and the child di eg,
Everyone would want to put you in jail
wouldn’t they? But when they hi da
known facts from the workers abrwTt

cancer, that's about the worse thing a
man can do to another man. it's cheating him out of his life by false pre
tense!"
Kerr-McGee has the finacial advantage. Six lawyers sit at their
defense table. The lead counsel is
wti1iPa?L' a bi9“time corporate lawyer
who leads a law firm of 75 men and is
a past president of the Oklahoma Bar
also has

xew crocks from the court room.
lhe Silkwood defense toam has
been preparing for the trial for two
year, putting in long hours of unpaid
volunteer work. They have a very
small budget, much raised by contri
butions from several churches, Jacksen
Browne, David Bromberg, Jane Fonda and
other private donators.
Besides Spence, these young law
yers have been of crucial importance
m the defense. Danny Sheehan, who
successfully represented Daniel Ellsberg in the "Pentagon Papers" trial,
masterminded the plan for the Silkwocd
trial. Art Angel and Jim Ikard re
searched the lawsuit and have blocked
several Kerr-McGee attempts to get the
trial dismissed.
Silkwood died November 13, 1974,
in a mysterious car accident. She
was driving to a meeting with Steve
Wodka, an Oil,Chemical and Atomic
Workers (OCAW) union legislative ass
istant, and a New York Times reporter.
David Burlam.
At this meeting she was to docu
ment falsification of quality-control
records, safety violations and 40
pounds of plutonium missing from the
plants inventory: enough to manufactur® four bombs and worth $10 million
on the black market, according to
Howard Kohn of "Rolling Stone."
But instead, Silkwood was found
dead after her car went off the road
and smashed into a concrete culvert.

Kerr-McGee officials arrived at
the scene of the accident before the
Highway Patrol. OklahonB Highway
patrol trover Rick Fagan arrived shortly

Safety Violations

er' From Plutonium Poisoning

I
'
|
|
I

afterwards.
Fagan said he collected
scattered papers and returned them to
her car. Two union members said they
saw a manila envelope, which apparently
contained Silkwood’s documentation,
before she left for the meeting with
the New York Times reporter.
Her car was taken to Sebring's
Garage in Oklahoma City. Several hours
later, Kerr-McGee officials arrived,
supposedly to monitor the car for
radiation.
When Wodka and Burlam arrived at
the garage the documents were gone.
These documents have never been seen
again.
The OCAW union hired A.O. Pipkin
of the Accident Reconstruction Tah of
Dallas, Texas, to do a thorough invest
igation of the accident. Pipkin is an
expert crash investigator who has in
vestigated more than 2000 accidents and
testified in more than 300 trials. He
determined that Silkwood's car had been
ranmed from the rear, that she had
struggled to keep the car on the road
but lost control and crashed.
The day before her death, Silkwood
returned from the Atomic Energy Oonmission s laboratory in Ios Alamos, New '

to that amount of plutonian is married
to lung cancer. They are inseparable
from that moment." He stated that
the results of the autopsy, performed
on Silkwood after her fatal car crash,
revealed she had twice as much pluton
ium in her lungs as what Goffman con
tends guarantees lung cancer.
Goffinan educated the jurors on
other effects of nuclear contamination,
including lung-tissue scarring and
biith defects ranging from mental re
tardation to hemophilia. Goffinan
testified that safety manuals for
Kerr-McGee workers were inadequate in
warning about the dangers of plutonium
caused cancer.
"Such a plant should
never have been allowed to operate for
a single day," he said.
Dr. Edward Martell said the amount
of plutonium in Silkwood's lungs wag
10,000 times the amount found in the
average persons lungs and was more
than enough to give her cancer.

Dr. Karl Z. Morgan is known as the
"Father of Health Physics" because he
helped develop radiation-protection
standards in the 1940s.

Mexico, where she was found to be in
ternally contaminated with plutonium.
The source of her contamination was
traced to her apartment, where plutonium
was found in her bathroom, kitchen and
on some bologna and cheese in her re
frigerator. Hew it got there has yet
to be determined.
Spence said in court that a letter
written by a Kerr-McGee official to the
Atomic Energy Commission described
similarities between the plutonium in
Silkwood's apartment and the plutonium
at the plant.
The trial will determine if KerrMcGee is responsible for the plutonium
escaping the plant. Kerr-McGee * nay be
at fault for having a security system
•so inefficient that plutonium could
pass out of the plant undetected.
During the interview, Spence said,
He testified, "I could not imagine
"There was no security at the plant at
that such a lackadaisical attitude
all until 1973 and you could walk out
could be developed in an organization
with any amount of plutonium you wanted
toward the health and safety of people."
to."
He said Kerr-McGee had shown a "callous,
After 1973, Spence said, Kerralmost cruel disregard" for its workers.
McGee put in a security system which
James V. smith, formerly the plu
"the government tested and found you
tonium plant production supervisor,
could remove half a gram of plutonium
testified that plutonium could easily
and never be detected. Do you r^ai i^e
be removed from the Kerr-McGee plant
the potency of that much plutonian?
simply by disguising it as waste mater
With half a gram you can give 32 mil
ial.
lion people a lifetime lung dose of
Smth told of numerous accidents
Wdiaticn." Spence said that workers
at the plant, including a nuclear-waste
often walked out of the plant with
fire and spills of radioactive material
plutonian particles embedded in their
on workers. He said parts of a semi
skin which had gone undetected by the
truck had to be buried after liquid
plant monitors.
plutonium leaked during the transport
"We have only one ultimate goal —
of radioactive wastes.
a final money judgement," Spence told
7» 1974' Silkwood told
the jury.
"But the trial is also about OCAW official Wbdka, "We're still
Pain, death, fear and terror. And it
passing all welds, no matter what the
ultimately may be about the fixture
pictures look like, no matter what the
survival of the American people."
Testimony began on March 8 with
Silkwood witness Dr. John Goffman, one
of the developers of the atomic bento,
has done research on the effects
of low-level plutonian radiatjrr> and
its link to cancer.
Goffman was the
first man to isolate a milligram of
Plutonium.
"Are you saying, then, that at her
519 N. Higgins Ave. Missoula,
death Karen Silkwcod had lung cancer?"
Spence asked Goffinan.
_ Goffman answered, "I am saying,
unequivocally, that a person like
karen Silkwood, when they are exposed

v/

welds look like." These welds sealed
plutonian pellets in the fuel rods
used in nuclear reactors.
Wodka testified that the union was
concerned that under severe stress, a
faulty fuel rod "could burst and cause
a melt-down in the nuclear reactor,"
in which the fuel rods were installed.
Faulty rods could cause the core to
over-heat and melt through the bottom
of the reactor.
Spence said the last few weeks of
the trial have shown that many KerrMcGee employees were undertrained.
"The
truth of the matter is, there weren't
any experienced people out there," he
said.
"The man who designed the plant had
been involved in a paint conpany as a
safety director," Spence said.
"The
first vice-president, who everybody
answered to, had been the president of
Kerr-McGee's potash conpany and had
never seen a nuclear plant. The guy
who ran it, Morgan Moore, never ran a
nuclear plant before. He had operated
a petroleum-processing plant. The nan
in charge of security was a retired

Air Force officer in maintenance; and
the man in charge of health physics and
safety didn't even have a degree."
The final arguments for the case
are this week. Then the six-member jury
will reach a decision that sets a
precedent for the future of the nuclear
industry. It theJ jury decides KerrMcGee is negligent, Karen Silkwood will
be the one and only officially recog
nized victim of radiation in America
and radiation will be legally established
as a "public health hazard."
With the Silkwood trial as a prece
dent, other cases against the nuclear
industry are in line. Those living in
areas contaminated by radiation from
the Rocky Flats nuclear-weapons plant
near Denver and residents of the areas
surrounding the Three Mile Island plant
would be in an excellent position to
file class suits.
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“USED IS BEAUTIFUL”
Good Quality Merchandise at Reasonable Prices
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To Women Whose Home Is Havre

Costumes
Sareone mentioned she wore her Annie Oakley
Outfit to the Peace Fair
found a sunbcnnet, circa 1870
priced for $1.00.

Vfe are the insulation men.
Excuse us, miss.
We knock her to the ground
and quickly spread a thick pink
layer of foam over her.
I can hear her scream.
Another layer goes over.
I cannot hear her.

Annie Oakley costume consisted, she said,
of a long-sleeved shirt,
calf-length skirt
leather boots
and braids.

Her legs kick, another layer
and she is free
to live in Havre.
Thank us, miss.
Now the winds that blow
so cold and touch you
touch until your skin is dry
and your eyes are peeling,
now the winds that blow
will not. And you will not feel anything.

/

After work we go hone to our wives
watching television wrapped in pink—
our pretty wives. Drinks are faithful
and wait on the porch. Vfe drink
and drink and our children scream at us.
They want to leave Havre.
Vfe knew. Vfe are the insulation men
and soon we will ocme and the wind
it will not touch you. And you will stay
and stay here, in Havre, and stay.

by EDDIE SILVA

I saw her in it donned with Annie's
best smile when she shot straight
as the men in town
Annie's body
riding proud in the motherlode wind.

What of my habit, I thought. Has it no name?
Have I no heroine to mirror my image?
no spirit of another space in time?
What of Saint Teresa
bowed softly at the water's edge
sharing faith in cupfuls,
in the sinple cotton of the peasant?

The costumes of my shared time span the centuries
and you
wearing your costume: hours spent
laboriously becoming an image

or

hours ironing perhaps
years changing
perceptions of the self
to stand amid the multitudes.
Strip off the costume
Expose pale skin to the Sun
Yet another robe

Carvings

linking us to furry maranals
restless in their wild pastures

My candle lights the catacombs.
There is not a breath of wind.
There is not a breath.

linking us by bone and mask
osnossed by evolution:

You deserve better than this.
You deserve a picture window,
a huge dining hall with many tables
filled with food.
You are seated with your friends,
and at the door
they kiss goodbye.

Are you losing your teeth? Our hands touch,
your fingers stiff in my palm. You could
be an apostle, handseme, suffering,
your pain holy, not cramped
jaundiced flesh
and dying walls.
I hold my candle steady.
I hold my candle
steady. Across your chest
I draw a scar. Your pectorals
firm as gladiators.
I must open here, to find
the center of stars
within muscle, heart, and bofie.
I hold my candle lew.
/

ebstune/for the Soul.

by MORNING STAR

Tell me again
Tell me again about not wanting chi.
so blithe and sure—blase.
Perhaps for my eyes I am deaf
for the cat bulging with fetus
you were stroking in envy
her soft bulging womb
it stirred yours
/
and mine. \r
Vfe are woman.

■/

A

There is a shadow over your face.

There is a shadow.
Your eyes refuse to touch
the darkness.

by EDDIE SILVA
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Eddie Silva, 23, is an on-again,
off-again English major at the University
of Montana.
He views his poetic endeavor like
this: "When I write I often seek other
voices to speak through. These voices
are the heat of my poetry. And though
the characters are different, they are
all within myself, speaking honestly
from the lieart. This might sound trite,
but it is the heart that tells the
truest tale. All of these characters
are in search of love in all forms.
This search is, for me, the only thing
to write about."

by MORNING STAR

Ms. Morning Star teaches natural
bi r-t-h methods to pregnant wutfen when
she is not writing poetry. She is also
a mother of three. Her work has appear
ed in many publications, including
"Borrowed Times" and the Bear Tribe's
"Self Reliance Book."
Says Ms. Morning Star of her cwn
work, "Poetry is much like the new
spring crocuses we are new noticing
it is my effort to visualize color and
life from a deep place we cannot live

in daily."J

Pipeline Walk

From Page 4

got to understand that most of than
cane from a rural background and like
the outdoor life. As soon as softenergy careers cane up they will junp
at the chance."
He also emphasized that very few
workers encourage their children to
work at the refineries because "too
many good men have died before their
time working in the hard-energy indus
try." ' Williams said that lew-level
contaminants and a high possibility of
accidents make refinery jobs risky
at times.
Rail transportation of oil makes
more sense to Will jams than the pipe
line because it demands little energy,
provides many jobs, and can operate
with moderate capital investments.
"Transporting oil through the Northern
Tier pi ppi i ha represents exactly the
opposite to Montanans," he said.
"The Public Service Carmission and
the Department of Natural Resources
better look at sane of these alternat
ives to the pipeline," Williams said.
"I want my walk across Montana to help
Montanans who would be affected by the
pi pel i np to think about what canes*When
the Alaskan crude is all pimped cut."

Melcher's Northern Tier Speed Up
Jan Rappe, a marker of the Valleys Preservation Council, was in Washington
D.C. to testify at a hearing on Senate Bill 968 on May 14. This is asurrnary
of the principle points of the testimony in SB 968 which was introduced by
U.S. Senator John Melcher in an attempt to further expedite the review pro
cess for oil transportation systems in the United States.
-Editor's note

- SB 968 precludes a thorough and carprehensive analysis of the costs and
benefits of the various pipeline proposals by shortening the review and com
ment period by two months.
- SB 968 perverts the constitutional right of the public to the judicial
review and appeal process. It also ignored the legal precedents which man
date a thorough environmental review of all major government actions.
- SB 968 is proposed as an amendment to Title V of the Public Utilities
Regulatory Act of 1978 which itself required an expedited review of oil
transportation proposals. Foreshortening the decision-making process further
increases the risk of error. For example, Alaskan Pipeline authorization
was based in part on an exaggerated oil canpany demand projection and as
surances that there would not be an oil "glut" on the West Coast.
- SB 968 transfers the decision-making authority from the President to the
Secretary of the Interior who is an appointed official and not responsible
to the voting public for his actions.
- The Northern Tier Pipeline company is continually shifting its proposed
route, frustrating the attempts of government agencies to meet their re
quired deadlines for completing their Environment Inpact Statements on the
proposed pipeline.

A Liberated Law School for Leftist Lawyers
byBILLMcDORMAN

"If you want to became a deputy dis
trict attorney, or work in the legal
department of some corporation, do
not waste your time or ours by applying
There are other law schools for you all the others." People?sCollege of
Law Bulletin

—A four-year program is required
of unaccredited law schools by the
California State Bar.
—Students must take the first
year law student exam after their
first year.
—Federally insured student loans
are not available to PCL students.
—Certain extra requirements must
be met before graduates are allowed
to take the bar exam in states other
than California.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

In Montana, the legal profession
will not let others join the Montana
I
Bar Association unless they have gradI
uated from an accredited law school.
I
Someone could go to the PCL, pass the
I
California bar exam, successfully deI
fend the rights of minorities and the
I
poor for ten years in California, and
I
still not be allowed to practice law
People's College of Law was started in Montana.
I
in Los Angeles, California in 1974
PCL has no dean or classic "admin
for those who seek not money and
istration." The school is administered
prestige merely, but social justice.
by students and faculty through a
i
Founded by the Asian Law Student
committee structure, and all students
Association, National Conference of
are required to put 50 hours every
j
Black Lawyers, LaRaza and the National
semester into the up-keep of the PCL
Lawyers' Guild, the school educates
facilities.
lawyers who aren't interested in
Law schools commonly feature large
joining an elite organization dedi
classes and competition for grades. The
cated to maintaining the status quo,
PCL community operates within a collec
as well as their position in it.
tive concept, and students are expected
Fran admission policies to methods of
to contribute to as well as take from
instruction, People's College of Law
the community. Instead of sessions of
offers a true alternative to conpeinformational fomA-fAArli ng followed by
titive law schools cannon throughout
a do-or-die exam, instruction at PCL
this country.
consists of short lectures and class
Admission policies encourage the
discussion of cases. Average class size
recruitment of activists with pref
is 35 students. Frequent small examina
erence given to those who have sought
tions and written exercises are given in
social change in oppressed communities.
every class to help students analyze and
Although an applicant must have com
discuss legal issues.
pleted 90 credit hours in a program
Tuition at PCL costs about $350 per
leading to a B.A. degree, no applicant
semester.
Most classes are held at night,
is adnittea solely on the basis of
allowing
the
students of PCL to serve
his or her grade point average or
as
legal
aids
and counselors in the L.A.
LSAT score. Instead, applicants are
Some
grants
and loans are availarea.
asked to write their social and pol
able along with a book-loan program to
itical autobiography.
All graduates of People's College help keep expenses down.
If you are sincerely concerned with
of Law receive the degree of Juris
H
afAnting the rights of people, no
Doctor and are eligible to take the
California Bar Examination. People's matter their incare or nationality, and
your believe that sacrificing time to
College of Law is in the process of
perfect a GPA is not consistent with
analyzing the advantages and disad
this goal, write the People's College of
vantages involved in becoming accred
Law, 2228 West 7th St., Los Angeles,
ited. Currently, unaccredited status
California
90057.
means four things:
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Radioactive Rebels; Plutonium Pacifists
by TERRY MESSMAN
"If the injustice is such that
it requires you to be the agent of in
justice to another, then, I say, break
the law. Let your life be a counter
friction to stop the machine.
"As for adopting the ways which
the State has provided for remedying
the evil, I know not of such ways.
They take too much time and a man's life
will be gone." —Henry David Thoreau,
"Civil Disobedience"

About 300 people were sprawled
casiially on the gym floor of the old
brick school building at 3401 Pecos St.
in Denver when we arrived Saturday
after the Rocky Flats rally. Tomorrow,
those same bodies would be sprawled in
front of the three entrances to the
Rocky Flats nuclear plant as a "coun
terfriction" to stop the war machine
with a peaceful human barrier.
We were in the building to be trained
in nonviolent civil disobedience by
the Rocky Flats Action Group, a Colo
rado coalition of anti-nuclear activ
ists. The 300 resisters were divided
into 25 affinity groups conposed of
about 12 members who would be respon
sible for each other during the pro
test. Affinity means "sympathy cre
ated by a comnunal interest." Our
solidarity stenmed from our intention
to be arrested together.
All 12 members of our affinity
group, the Mountain group, were from
Missoula. We chose to join several oth
er groups and block the road leading
into the west gate of the plant. Other
groups would block the east gate and the
railroad spur which entered the plant
near the west gate.
Each group had to decide whether
to cooperate with the police or go linp
and be forcibly dragged away.
The
Action Group, veterans of many past
acts of resistance at the plant, dir
ected role-playing sessions. Some of
us became the police and hauled passive
protestors away; then we switched sides
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and were dragged away by the security
force. The Mountain group unanimously
decided to be passive and linp during
the arrest Sunday.
Following whispered instructions
from the coordinator, two of the role
playing resisters began actively strug
gling with the "police," fighting ar
rest by pushing, squirming and kicking.
The police surprised themselves by
instinctively beating members of their
cwn affinity groups with their "clubsj1
Their knee-jerk reaction was an
eye-opener for sill of us. We learned
that violence inevitably provokes
counterviolence.
Once begun, the
vicious circle of attack and retalia
tion escalates exponentially until it
reaches critical mass and is consumed
by the same mushroom clouds that
scorched Hiroshima.
Mahatma Gandhi’s followers tolerated
brutal attacks from their Rri ti sb op
pressors without striking back, putting
their bodies on the line to show that
the pacifist renounces violence com
pletely. Gandhi’s nonviolent resis
tance spread by contagion, reforming
people from the inside via the spirit
instead of coercing them from the out
side with guns and armies.
All revolutions must begin from
within with a radical overthrow of the
inner warrior, a rejection of our own
personal violence. The American poet
Marianne Moore put it this wav:
contagion or sickness makes
sickness, contagion of trust can make
trust. They’re fighting in deserts
and caves, one by one, in battalions
and squadrons.. .We vow, we make this
promise to the fighting—’We'll never
hate black, white, red, yellow, Jew,
Gentile, Untouchable...
"There never was a war that was not
inward; I must fight till I have con
quered in myself what causes war."
Next, we broke into two confronta
tion lines, one side playing hostile,
abusive demonstrators and the other
playing harassed policemen. Another
role switch transformed the police
into angry nuclear-plant workers taking
out their hostilities on the protestors
they felt were threatening jobs. The
role-playing dramatically confronted
us with the feelings of our adversaries
and defused long-held hostilities to
wards the police.
Experiencing the
emotions of the police enabled us to
transcend an "us vs. them" barricades
mentality. The police evidently
achieved the same insight, because
they were restrained and conciliatory
during the arrests the next day.
After the role-playing, everyone
crawled into sleeping bags, fi 11j ng
several rooms in the building.
Sunday dawned bright and sunny.
Daniel Ellsberg returned to the buil
ding after an early-morning walk and
consented to an interview while chewing
his breakfast toast. He said his first
act of civil disobedience was violating
the top-security classification of the
Pentagon Papers by turning them over
to the New York Times.
Ellsberg said he was arrested in
1977 during the Continental Walk for
Peace,was "maced, tear-gassed and
beaten over the head by police" dirring
the 1971 May Day protests in Washing
ton, and was beaten by police while*
blocking entrance to the Boston Fed
eral Building,
Ellsberg chose to make his stand at
Rocky Flats, he said, because "Denver's
a second heme to me — ny parents lived

here and I spent ny childhood summers
here." He said he was shocked into
committing civil disobedience after
learning that Rocky Flats is a key
research site for the neutron bomb.
Ellsberg and a few others canped on
the railroad tracks leading into the
plant for six days in April J978 before
being arrested. "The tracks are ex
tremely well-suited to civil disobe
dience," he said,"because the security
force didn't arrest us immediately.
We had the time to neke the place our
home and become part of a conmunity.
People sat in high winds, freezing
rain and three feet of snow — a very
powerful way of showing the strength
of your convictions. The weather was
on our side and helped us make our
stand."
t5»y
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blockade that afternoon was doomed to
failure. We walked to the plant under
sunny skies and only had to wait 15
minutes before being arrested. At the
cold, rainy rally on Saturday, Ellsberg
said, "Welcome back winter soldiers in
the winter of our discontent." But
today we would only be "sunshine
patriots."
Ellsberg was arrested four times
at Rocky Flats in 1978, spending as
long as J 6 days in jail between re
leases. This year he said he didn't
plan to trespass on the base after his
first arrest because the "extended
legal hassle" would prevent him from
attending a May 5 demonstration near
San Francisco at the Livermore facility,
which designs key components for the
Rocky Flats plant. We later heard he
was among those arrested on the rail
road tracks.
Ellsberg happily greeted Sylvia
Chester, 60, another veteran of last
year's protest. She was carrying a
newspaper with a picture of her carrying
the "revolutionary American flag" at
the Saturday rally. The flag had 13
stars in a circle, modeled on the flag
carried during the J776 American Revo
lution. Chester said, "It's the only
true flag in the country that stands
against the tyranny of these nuclear
plants being rammed down our throats."
After breakfast, two hours were
spent on a long group discussion of
the federal criminal charges we would
face, whether to maintain bail solid
arity, etc. During the tedious legal
discussion I interviewed members of
Chester's affinity group. Chester and
six people in their early 20s were
from Kansas City and another young man
had come from Nebraska. Jim Peck, 55,
came all the way from New York to be
arrested. "I feel this is the most
atrocious plant in the country outside
the Pentagon," he said. He said he had
been arrested during a symbolic die-in
August 6, 1978, on the anniversary of
America's atomic obi iteration of Naga
saki. Peck was later arrested at the
west gate and put on the same Bus with
the Mountain group.
Ellsberg injected some spirit into
the boring debate by saying that more
than 250 people in the room were com**
mitted to civil disobedince. The move
ment had gained incredible momentum, he
said, because only 250 people had been
arres ted during the entire previous year
of continuous occupation of the plant.
The crowd cheered the news.
The discussion finally ended when
the Mountain group joined arms in a
circle and began chanting a sinple
sing-song verse. Members of other groups
joined the circle, stretching the human

Continued on page
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links in the chain to the maximum. Fi
nally everyone in the gym was linked
together in a long continuous chain,
swaying in unison to the lyrics: "Ch
Great Spirit, sun and noon and sea; you
are inside and all around me."

Ecumenical worship services began
at ]0 a.m. Tuo acoustic guitarists
sang Christian songs of peace, followed
by silent meditation and a Christian
minister reading life-affirming words
from Jesus, Isaiah, and Lao Tzu, a
Chinese Taoist.
Three Buddhist monks, robed in red
and gold, lit incense sticks, banged
hand-held drums and rang a small gong
while chanting mantras from the Lotus
Sutra, a sacred Buddhist text. A Den
ver resident who meditated with the
Buddhists translated the words for me:
"I will walk with everyone in harmony."
He said the Buddhists had moved to
America from Japan three years earlier
and had been going on "peace walks"
several miles to Rocky Flats every Sun
day for the past year.

The linoleum basketball court was
as far removed from a Buddhist tenple
as one could imagine, but the ritual
was still hypnotic — the pounding drums
drums synchronized with the heartbeat
and the chants harmonized with the
breathing.
With a flourish that united reli
gious traditions of the East and Wiest,
the Buddhists removed loaves of cotnnunicn bread from the incense-holders,
held them triurphantly over thAi r heads
and shouted exuberantly, "No more Hiro
shima! No more Nagasaki!" The gather
ing laughed its appreciation and passed
bread from one hand to another.
The service ended shortly before
noon. The Mountain group drove to the
west gate of Rocky Flats in a Volks
wagen microbus. Butch Turk and Kay
Wyland were our support people and
would handle
any legal problems
after the arrest and pick us up after
our release. Those planning to block
the plant gate were Karl Zanzig, Jon
Jacobson, Kirsten Derber, Nan Riversea,
Chris &n.ft, Terri Norwood, Brad Warner,
Cliff White and Doug White.
The Buddhists beat the drum slowly
as they led us on the mile walk to the
west gate. Their Buddhist chants and
flowing robes were the perfect spirit
ual antidote to the barked orders and
starched uniforms of Arny drill ser
geants, just as the shaggy-haired,
raggedy-jeaned procession was the anar
chic flip-side of crewcut, spit-polished
military marchers.

We arrived at the west gate, walked
onto the plant grounds and sat together

in a circle. Jacobson, Riversea and
Zanzig were the first to be arrested
and hauled away to the bus. A repor
ter jammed a microphone into Jacobson's
face while he was being dragged away
and asked him what it felt like to be
arrested. The Rocky Mountain News ran
a photo the next day of Jacobson
stretched out flat on his back on the .
ground, being dragged away by his arms.

Shortly afterwards, the rest of us
were dragged away, searched thoroughly,
and pushed into the bus. The entire
march had been light-hearted and there
was a carnival atmosphere on the bus.
People cheered and waved at the demon
strators being loaded aboard other
buses.
The affinity group sitting next to
us on the bus brought flowers with them
and pushed them through the screened
windews. Next morning, the newspapers
ran a full-page cover photo of an ar
rest bus blossoming with flowers from
every windew. A policeman riding with
us asked for a flower and smiled his
agreement when one of those' arrested
said America was one of the only coun
tries in the world free enough to tol
erate civil disobedience.
Jim Peck, the New Yorker I'd talked
to earlier, reminded us of a darker
side of America by singing a plaintive
Japanese song about nuclear devasta
tion. He translated the lyrics into
English, etching a picture of bleached
bones and the ashes of destruction.
We were driven 15 miles to a Denver
suburb, booked, had our pictures taken
and released on our personal recogni
zance with the stipulation that we
return to Denver May 7 to face federal
charges of trespassing on a nuclear
facility. None of us returned and
charges are still pending.
After being released, we walked a
few blocks and were greeted by the
Buddhists, k
still hanging the drums
slowly in hopes of exorcising the
spirit of violence from the land.
The Monday Denver Post captured the
spirit of the day: "The performance of
protestors at the action, and of fed
eral marshals charged with policing
the activity, was a study in patience,
control and cooperation. The protes-tors, united in comradeship, smiled
and expressed wishes of peace as they
were arrested for trespassing." The
press reported a total of 284 arrests.
In "Civil Disobedience," Thoreau
wrote; "A minority is powerless while
it conforms to the majority. . .but it
is irresistible when it clogs by its
whole weight, if the alternative is
to keep all just men in prison, or give
up war and slavery, the State will not
hesitate which to choose."

self that was lost when the obliteration
of nature was consummated.
An emptiness grows here, in the city.
There are no trees here, no organic
shares clutter metallic paths, unnatural
stars flash stark and sudden and we can

not see the night for the artificial
heavens. The city is what it is, be
cause the earth is dead here. Organic
man is dead, his relational possibility
with the land consumed by modem igno
rance and poison.
The city is a concrete capsule which
locks man inside his destructive possibi
lities so that his life reverberates on
the silence of the city at arms, within
the traces of his own destructive acts.
In the streets, and in garbage, we learn
our collective history, become our col
lective destiny—civilizational ruin.
Barren is the city; barren is the con
scious vessel.
Does the moral and animating prin
ciple emanate from the living earth?
Does historical pattern reflect a moral
degeneration that coincides precisely
with the rise of the technological era,
the depredation of land, the separation
of man from nature?
Technology is science at its worst—
the enshrinement of mental, phallic, ma
terial power. What technology cannot un
derstand is that the land is a spiritual
source—and not a ccrrmodity whore. Our
culture is designed around external im
pediments, material diversion from nat
ural, spiritual existence. Our culture
is built upon the submerged organic me
mory of this dialectical fact: We see
ourselves in shapes that are the world;
we see the world in shapes that are our
selves. Chaos in one vision exacts frag
mentation in the other.

Modern survival is contingent upon
the recovery of a primitive wisdom; our
life is in some sense outside ourselves.
And that outside is also our inner side.
Natural vision is a kind of freedom.
Liberation is organic vision. The simple
wisdom of the Indian is ’look, Be free.'
Men in chains will hate your freedom.
by JOHN MILKOVICH
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Is
the Selective Service Tracking
You *^wv*<*
Down?
byMIKEVVISOCKI
°
Sensitive to the possi hi 1 j fry of
ic outcry at their attempts to re
new conscription, supporters of regis
tration and draft legislation in the
House Armed Services Sub-Ccrrmittee on
Manpower Procurement amended the 1978
procurement bill to order the President
to begin registration of all 18-yearold males on January 1, 1981.

If this legislation becomes law, i
is widely believed the Selective Ser
vice will seek much more than a poten
tial registrant's name, address, and
age. At the time of registration, the
Selective Service will probably requir

individuals to fill out a detailed quei
tionnaire. Selective Service will neec
this information on hand to quickly
Tacking registration on the pro
determine what manpower it has avail ahi
curement bill will guarantee that the
for immediate call-up in a declared
House of Representatives will pass the
energency. If Selective Service only
legislation on draft-registration, if
has millions of names and addresses on
the same tactic is used in the Senate,
file, it cannot discriminate; it must
draft registration will become a real i fry . have more specific information and up
The House amendment has several pro date the files at least annually.
visions which are different from former
Assuming that the Selective Service
registration bills. The bill does not
System requires more information at
authorize a draft, but only the regis
registration tlian name, address, and
tration of draft-age men. A second pro
serial number, many individuals who
vision which alarms civil—liberties or
have strong convictions about war will
ganizations is the real possi hi 1 i fry of
want to express those convictions if
giving the regenerate Selective Service
they decide to register.
system the power to extract vital infor
Court rulings about conscientious
mation from any school or any agency of
objectors during the Vietnam war still
local or federal government by electron
hold true today.
ic or other means. If such power were
The three classic formulations whic
given the Selective Service, it would
have withstood criminal prosemit i nn ar,
have information gathering power beyond
-Where an individual as a matter oi
the wildest dreams of the IRS or lawreligious principle or religious practi
enforcement agencies.
opposes war in any form — and rel igior
The pending legislation requires
here is understood as traditional rel
that the president study how registra
igion.
tion information can be obtained, and
-When an individual with a religion
that he propose legislation to Congress
background, who does not practice a rel
by 1980 which incorporates his findings.
igion, claims by reason of religions:
Behind this mandate given President
training to oppose war in any form.
Carter is a specific section which the
-Where a person by whatever action,
proponents of conscription wish to em
study or reflection arrives at the poin
body in registration — House Bill 23
where he or she believes that war in an
is representative:
form is wrong, and that belief stahds a
"Notwithstanding any other provision
an equivalent substitute for religious
of law, regulations may provide for
belief as a motive force in a person's
access by the Selective Service
life, then, that belief is a "religious'
System to age and address inform
objection according to case law.
ation in the records of any school,
Conscientious-objector claims Am
and any agency of the United States,
most credible when made at the earliest
or any agency or political sub
possible occasion. Many objectors who
division of any State, for the
claimed to be opposed to war in any
purposes of conducting registra
form only a day or two before they were
tion, but for no other purpose."
to be drafted, and who then refused to
In an age of electronic informa
serve in the military, spent time be
tion gathering, opinion has it that
hind bars because they were not hai i ever
Selective Service would plug into
Persons who have the slightest i nr»l i n—
Social Security, tax and other fAdoral
ation to oppose participation in war
computers to find individuals who have
should make some statement to that ef
not registered and to locate those who
fect when they register if registration
are registered and in the priire selec
is required.
tion age groups. Many local and state
Speculation about what will happen
government agencies and educational
to those who avoid registration is fu
institutions now store vital statis
tile until1Congress decides what penal
tics in computer banks. Selective
ties will be sought against those who
Service would tap these also.
refuse and until the Jusrf~i np Depart—
Invariably, more information will
ment decides how and in what circiynpass'.through to Selective Service than
stances it will prosecute.
the law would permit. It would be
Bor those veterans of the draft re
ccme impossible to monitor the Sel
sistance who looked forward to the con—
ective Service System for computer
gress voting in pensions and building
information abuse since there would be
retirement homes for resigt^-rg in their
literally thousands of computer access
old age, the pending legislation is a
terminals with the authority to gather
sore disappointment.
information from every government ocm-

MCNTANA NO NUKES CONFERENCE ** International anti-nuclear days will be celebrated
June 2-3. Events scheduled for Missoula on Saturday, June 2, incluJe*
-Teach-ins on nuclear-waste transportation through Missoula and’
nuclear weapons.
Pot-luck supper and a hoedown in the evening,
Sunday morning activities include breakfast and worship services. At 8 p.m.,
OTjal anti-nuclear spokesnen will discuss various nuclear issues
Q
rare information, call Jim Lynch, 543-8551, or talk to David Arrour,
4319 Miller Creek Rd. Help and donations are needed.

HEARTS AND MHOS" ** An award-winning documentary on the Vietnam war will be
® P-m. in the LC Railroom. The movie is sponsored by the
progressive Student, ASIN Programming and the Missoula Ooranittee of Conscientious
Objectors.
Speakers will discuss current draft-registration proposals.
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